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I am a content manager hired by Cofan-USA to populate and design 
their website using the DISTiMAN website platform.  With a shoestring 
budget and about 40 hours of effort, I launched Cofan-USA.com. 
 
To prove and qualify my work, I decided to compare it with one of 
the monster’s of the B2B tech industry, Arrow Electronics, the #1 
electronics distributor with >$29 billion in sales and 19,000 employees.

. . . versus  

• one person (designer & content manager)
• around for 40 hours of effort in excel and graphic design work
• and $750 per month for DISTiMAN’s SaaS website platform

INTRODUCTION
the facts behind this comparison
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home page comparison
google page speed insights

Design being a question of taste, is an argument we 
will bypass - and focus on performance of the home 
pages that have reasonably equivalent content and 
images on both home pages.

Arrow’s speed test rated a Google page speed 
score of 51, where DISTiMAN’s rated a 65.  “Time to 
Interactive” was 3.9 seconds for Arrow, versus 2.2 
seconds for DISTiMAN.
 
 
22% improved overall score
1.7 seconds less time to interactive

NOTE: 

DISTiMAN can perform roughly 40% faster utilizing optional 
Cloud Army / Sucuri Content Delivery Network (CDN) available 
for $250 per month.
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The DISTiMAN platform offers a major advantage in ease of content management with it’s one-click edit 
feature, enabling direct management of practically everything on the site with little or no html skill.  Additionally, an 
admin menu allows creation of common items like press releases and news pages with one click.

Arrow’s site likely requires an administrator interface and some level of training to find, edit and create items.  It 
is more likely that an experienced designer must be involved, possibly requiring a multi-step process . . . versus 
enabling the content manager the ability to directly make their own desired changes.  

I would argue that DISTiMAN offers a 5-10X improvement considering how challenges can multiply for 
every extra person involved in the content process (communicate, implement, review, correct, delays, etc. . .).
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CONTENT management
one-click edit vs possibly long & involved process
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usability - at the category
dc fan listing from arrow - 13,077 / 342 parts 

Searching for DC Fans on Arrow’s site, I find 13,077 

results with tables and filters that do not include any primary 

characteristics like size or voltage, so not helpful.

Eventually I figure out that I can use the search function to 

include dimensions and voltage, eg:  DC FANS 60MM 

12V, why these are searchable but not filterable seems like a 

design oversight to me.

Now I have 342 results, with filters that are still not helpful. 

Why is DC blower an option? Why is 24V an option?  Then a 

dozen more filter options that fall off the right of the page, the 

only useful ones being “bearing type” and “width”.

Then the table itself shows purchasing data, but no product 

data that is helpful to identify a technical “solution”.

end result is that Arrow’s selection process is 
mostly a failure for a designing engineer
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usability at the category
dc fan listing from cofan - 254 parts

A much cleaner and intuitive look. A marketing message 
above the table with a link to their product catalog 
makes for a much better category introduction.

The table listing so simple and intuitive with all the 
primary characteristics. Left-hand filter and ability to filter 
and sort results by clicking column headers.

Secondary content displayed below the table for 
improved usability and increasing depth of content for 
better SEO page rank.

i would argue a >10x improvemenT
in usability as compared to arrow 
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category comparison
arrow (159 parts) vs. distiman (254 parts) 

per google page insights 

DISTIMAN scores 38% faster overall
distiman is 16.3 seconds faster to interactive
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ease of management
let your product managers design the tables / filters

Arrow’s category listing failed because their design process is too 
far removed from their product managers. Crippling the ability 
for PM’s to directly mange their layouts.

DISTIMAN built in one-click editing of the category to empower 
product managers their ability to directly access the design of their  
categories. They can easily configure which columns and filters should 
be displayed. Snapshots of the interface are shown at right.

Basic Information Tab - defines title and header images with a 
WYSIWYG editor for the description at the top of the category.  
Additional options for content above, below and within the table 
are included as well control of all styles (fonts, colors, borders, 
backgrounds).

Custom Fields Tab - lets the product manager select which fields to 
display and in what order.  

 
THIS ease of management is how distiman  
obtains a usability improvement of >10x
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configurator tools!
ON A BASIC INEXPENSIVE WEBSITE!?!!

Some products have so many options that listing them in 
a table format is problematic.  For example, if we were to 
create individual part numbers for every BGA Heatsink from 
Cofan, we would need to create 19,584 parts.

By using simple drop down selectors, we can allow a user 
to configure a part quickly and easily instead of navigating 
through 19,584 individual part numbers.

This standard feature of DISTiMAN is an outrageous value 
and something Arrow would be challenged to implement for 
one category, let alone multiple. 

As a content manager, it took less than 10 minutes to 
create this product with all its configurator options, saving 
hours of time required to create 19,584 listings. 

document 19,584 parts or one configuration,
that is a huge time & cost savings 
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product management
DEVELOPER interaction vs. one-click editing 

We can only guess how hard it is to manage product content 
for Arrow.  We assume product managers are not given direct 
access and they must funnel change requests to a developer 
resource. 

We assume that ever additional person involved in the 
complicates the process by a factor of 5, specifically:

- write up the change and send
- receive, interpret, implement he change
- communicate change was done
- look up, review and approve
- or repeat with additional corrections

DISTiMAN product pages offer one-click editing for any novice 
user to update / fix content.  So the requester can one-click edit 
and save.

One-click EDITIng must be at least 5x easier
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When you need to update multiple parts, DISTiMAN’s import mapping 
function is extremely useful. You can use our one-click exported file or 
your own spreadsheet.  

When ready to import, DISTiMAN’s import mapping auto-syncs 
matching headers and then “drag & drop” the remaining into their  
matching fields. You can then save your “import template” for re-use 
again at any time in the future.  

A common everyday use is to import price and inventory data for 
e-commerce. I create an import map that matches the ERP export 
data which is exported to a network location. DISTiMAN automatically 
imports the file, automating daily price and inventory values with 
minimal effort or cost.

Live / API integrations with ERP systems are available with support 
from DISTiMAN as needed. 

product content
. . . or drag & Drop import mapping
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WHAT YOU CAN CONTROL AND 
WHAT WE HAVE ENGINEERED

Giving Product Managers direct access to content improves quantity,  
quality and timeliness of content.  With a little guidance, you’ll be able to 
write content with ideal key word densities and best use of content tags 
(hotlinks, meta title, meta description, heading, alt, title, image).   
 
DISTiMAN programmatically manages the rest:

SEF - Search Engine Friendly urls 

PAGE INTERLINKING - menus, breadcrumbs and more

MOBILE FRIENDLY - with Bootstrap, HTML5 & CSS3

HTTPS / SECURITY - secure connection for your customers

SCHEMA - structured data for all product content

SITE MAPS - auto-generated and published to the search engines
 

. . . AND SO MUCH MORE.

OPTIMIZATION
ON-PAGE SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION P E R I O D I C  T A B L E  O F  S E O  F A C T O R S
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on-page seo techniques
stacked against other dc fan manufacturers

For a more accurate Test of on-page Search Engine 
Optimization, we are comparing against similar manufacturers 
focused on the same product type using Seobility.

Most companies sacrifice usability to gain improved on page 
SEO.  Our on page SEO beat every competitor while delivering 
the best in usability.

Note - should take 6-8 weeks for Cofan to actually overtake 
their competitors on the search engines (by March 2020).

DISTiMAN beats it’s leading competitors 
in SEO value without sacrificing usability

YSTECHUSA.COM

ORIONFANS.COM

COMMAIRROTRON.COM

DISTIMAN / COFAN-USA.COM
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IN SUMMARY
DISTIMAN VS. ARROW WEBSITE

FEATURE ARROW DISTiMAN DIFFERENCE

Capability Millions of SKUs Millions of SKUs Equivalent

Home Page 51 65 +22% Improvement
Speed Score   

Category Page 29 47 +38% Improvement
Speed Score

Content Management Likely requires One-click or I would argue >10X easier 
ease of Use developer support Mapped Imports 

Usability Not very Intuitive much easier to find or I would argue >10X easier
 or easy to find solutions configure solutions 

configurators n/a built-in no comparison

OPTIMIZATION good great Worth Tens of Thousands in
   Social Media Marketing Value

Cost Assuming >$1M+ $750 per Month Estimate well over
 and ongoing  95% savings

time Months? / Years? One person < 40 hrs  Estimate well over  
   95% less time 
 >3 Million  parts ~23,000 parts


